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Euro Partners Review. Euro Partners are not recommended for numerous reasons including assigning

new usernames to referred affiliates which is the equivalent of shaving. They have minimum activity
quotas that can reduce your commission rate to 12.5%. We recommend using CPA if available if you

want to work with this program. Summary. At the moment we do not recommend Euro Partners to
affiliates over questionable tracking issues related to both players and affiliates as well as their slow
response on these issues. It is also recommended that affiliates take frequent screenshots of their
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statistics if you are working with them as some affiliates have experienced inconsistencies in the
reporting and the program has acknowledged they have some reporting issues they are still working on.

Euro Partners is the affiliate program for many brands covering online casinos, poker, sportsbetting,
scratch cards and mobile gambling. All the Euro Partners brands cover many currencies and languages

but do not accept players from the United States. All software is supported by Playtech gaming. Euro
Partners offers the following brands to promote; Casino Bellini, Casino Tropez, Casino Tropez Mobile,
Europa Casino, Jackpot Scratch, Mansion Poker, Poker Ocean, Titan Bet, Titan Casino, Titan Poker,
Vegas Red. Affiliates can earn commissions in many ways with revenue share, Cost Per Acquisition

(CPA) or hybrid deal which is a mix of CPA + commission. The revenue share deals are 10% to 40% net
profit and $75 to $250 for the CPA for promoting the casinos. For poker affiliates get 10% to 30% net

rake or $70 to $115 CPA. For sportsbetting players you get 20% to 40% revenue share, for CPA
contact your affiliate manager by request. For mobile betting affiliates earn 10% to 40% net profit or $25

to $75 CPA. Languages. English Arabic German Greek Hungarian Italian Polish Portuguese Russian
Spanish Swedish. 
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